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Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung noticed
the kinship of normal dreaming with
psychoses of severe mental illness,

such as schizophrenic and affective disor-
ders. The presence in both of hallucinations
and delusions, cognitive abnormalities and
emotional intensifications had also been
emphasized by earlier, more physiologically
oriented psychiatrists, but the psychoanalysts
soon eschewed neurobiology and attempted
to explain both dreams and psychosis 
psychodynamically, without reference to the
brain. A century of progress in neurobiology
and in sleep and dream research now encour-
ages a new look at this old question.

Recent advances in brain imaging,coupled
with cellular and molecular neurobiology
data, have given us a remarkably clear picture
of the differences in brain activity between
waking and activated states of sleep, such as
rapid eye movement (REM), when intense
dreaming most commonly occurs. During
waking, consciousness is dominated by exter-
nally driven percepts, whereas internally 
generated images are rare. During REM sleep,
the exact opposite rule applies — externally
driven percepts are rare, whereas conscious-
ness is dominated by internally generated
images. Conversely, descriptions of thinking,
which are common in reports of waking con-
sciousness, are rare in reports of dreaming.
When the mind is dominated by internal per-
cepts, as it is in dreaming and psychotic states,
the capacity to generate thoughts is greatly
weakened. Rationality can thus, understand-
ably, fall victim to a change in brain state.

To summarize the  extensive data it is 
useful to look at the results of recent positron
emission tomography (PET) scans and brain
injury data from humans, and to compare
them with earlier results of laboratory experi-
ments in other mammals. The emphasis is on
the distinct physiology of REM sleep, but it
should be recognized that dreams associated
with non-REM sleep are also created by a brain
whose physiology has shifted strongly from
that of waking towards that of REM.

One of the important causes of dream hal-
lucinations is the general and widespread acti-
vation of the brain that occurs in conjunction
with a blockade of external sensory inputs and
motor outputs in REM sleep.In REM,selective
activation of the cortical region responsible for
visuospatial integration is seen.

During REM sleep, there is also selective
activation of the amygdala and other parts of
the limbic system. This is relevant for our

understanding of the heightened emotion —
especially the feelings of anxiety, anger and 
elation — that so commonly dictate the devel-
opment of a dream plot. An exaggeration of
emotional activation is also common in 
mental illness, when it may contribute to
impairment of rationality. An idea that helps
to unite these findings is that emotion is itself
an internally generated percept that power-
fully influences conscious experience.

Human PET studies reveal a selective de-
activation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
in REM state compared with waking. This
brain region, which is assumed to be essential
to working memory, directed attention and 
volition, remains inactive during REM.
Subjects tell us that in this state they cannot 
use working memory effectively, are unable to
sustain attention and do not will their dream
actions. Selective frontal lobe deactivation has
also been reported in PET studies of schizo-
phrenia, and may account for the difficulties
that these patients have in organizing their
thoughts, integrating them with emotion,and
translating them into appropriate actions.

Three aminergic neuronal systems — the
noradrenergic, the serotonergic and the hist-
aminergic — all shut down in REM. At the
same time, the cholinergic system of the
pontine tegmentum is activated. Thus, the
entire brain is activated but aminergically
demodulated except for dopamine (whose
release continues at waking levels across all
states of sleep). An abnormal sensitivity to
dopamine is thought to mediate psychosis
and its unmodulated action in REM may
contribute to the madness of dreams.As nor-
epinephrine is important for attention and
serotonin is critical for learning and memory,
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it is likely that the decreases in thinking during
dreams are due in part to these remarkable and
profound changes in brain chemistry.

As well as showing a decline in the capacity
to think, formal state studies of dreaming also
reveal a decrease in the capacity for orientation
(times, places and persons change without
notice) and a corresponding increase in the
capacity to confabulate (giving the cognitive
defects a coherence which is emotionally
salient however illogical). Dream bizarreness
and the confabulatory quality, coupled with
the memory defects and the increase in visual
hallucinations, suggests that dreaming may be
a functional delirium,much like the psychosis
associated with alcohol and drug abuse.
Indeed, the delirium-like dreams of normal
sleep are produced by changes in the same
brain neuromodulatory systems that are
affected by drugs en route to clinical delirium.

Now that we have this preliminary, but 
precise,model for how consciousness is altered
by normal and abnormal changes in the state
of the brain,we can conduct more hypothesis-
driven studies of the brain–mind connection.
For example,we can study regional-brain acti-
vation in the same animals from which we
have learned so much at the cellular and mole-
cular level. In those animals, we can also use
drugs to alter a brain state experimentally and
predict changes in regional activation pattern.
In humans, we can use  behavioral techniques
as well as drugs to experimentally alter the con-
scious state of our human subjects;and we can
measure predicted changes in regional brain
activation with the real-time technique of
functional magnetic resonance imaging.

To say that the mind–body problem is
solved would be provocative and invite deri-
sion, but we have made important progress,
and future directions of this approach are now
clearly indicated. The mind–body problem
can now be confronted by taking advantage of
the natural changes in brain–mind state that
contrast waking and dreaming. ■
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A model for madness?
Dream consciousness: our understanding of the neurobiology of sleep
offers insight into abnormalities in the waking brain.
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